First-principles calculations based on Density functional theory (DFT) and Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof (HSE) adopt PBE approximation-a new version of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). It has studied lattice parameter, electronic structure, optical properties and mechanical properties of materials, including diamond-C and zinc-blende structure of Si, Ge, 3C-SiC. The result of HSE calculation is obviously superior to DFT calculation and accord well with the existing experimental values. It indicates that they are indirect bandgap materials from the figure of band structure and density of states. The bandgap which it calculated using HSE accords well with the existing experimental values except Ge. In the calculation of optical property, it shows that they correspond with the existing experimental values from the imaginary part of analytical dielectric function to the refractive index and adsorption coefficient. It demonstrates that they exists the corresponding relationship among the peak of the imaginary part of analytical dielectric function, the refractive index and adsorption coefficient. The optical property has a direct relationship with the distribution of crystal bandgap and electronic state density. From the results of mechanical properties it can know that they are brittle materials. Though the hardness and stiffness of 3C-SiC is lower than diamond, it is superior to the materials of Si, Ge as excellent semiconductor materials. In addition, the mechanical anisotropy of four materials is inconspicuous; the anisotropy of Diamond-C is very inconspicuous from anisotropic properties of Young modulus.
Introduction
Diamond has high hardness and bulk modulus [1, 2] . It has been widely applied in the mold abrasive and related machinery industry. In addition, with its excellent optical performance, it has become an important part of optical element in the synchrotron [3, 4] . Si is main semiconductor materials and has taken a leading position in semiconductor materials. As a kind of important semiconductor materials, Ge has high carrier mobility.
high electron mobility and strong ability to resist radiation and so on, SiC has a broad prospect of application [6, 7] . The mechanical properties and optical properties of diamond, semiconductor and its basic optical function play an important role in the application of materials and devices of semiconductor. Firstly, DFT was used to optimize crystal structure in this paper; Secondly, it calculated and compared the bandgap diversity of DFT [8] with HSE [9] [10] [11] ; Then it used HSE to calculate basic optical function, such as dielectric function and reflectivity, studied the relations between them; Finally, it calculated the mechanics parameters and made a simple analysis.
Calculation method and details
In this work, C is diamond structure; Si, Ge and SiC are zinc-blende structures. It used VASP programs [12] within PAW method [13] to conduct the optical properties and mechanical properties calculations. It used 7x7x7 Monkhorst k-point mesh. The exchange-correlation functional is used GGA [14] [15] [16] of PBE, PBEsol, B3
formalism [12, [17] [18] [19] in DFT and HSE calculations. The lattice parameters of above materials are shown in table 1 . In optical properties and mechanical properties calculations, it uses PBEsol formalism in HSE calculations.
The same Monkhorst k-point mesh was used in HSE calculations, but it added to 2-3 times k-point mesh and bands in optical properties calculations. The electron wave function is expanded in plane waves up to a cutoff energy of 500 eV. All of ionic relaxations were performed with a tolerance of 0.000001 eV.
In optical properties calculations, the frequency dependent imaginary part of the dielectric function ε2 (ω) is determined by a summation over empty states using the following equation [20] :
Where the indices c and v refer to conduction and valence band states respectively, and u ck is the cell periodic part of the wavefunctions at the k-point k. The real and imaginary parts of analytical dielectric function are connected by the Kramers-Kronig relation as:
Where P denotes the principle value. The Refractive index and Adsorption coefficient formulae are presented below.
In mechanical properties calculations, the Shear modulus, Bulk modulus, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are given below [21] .
3. Calculation results and discussion
Electronic structure
It know that the accuracy of the lattice parameter and bandgap directly affect the optical properties calculations.
So, in this work, the structural optimizations were performed within PBE, PBEsol and B3 approximation. It used experimental lattice constant which are presented in table 1. It chose PBEsol formalism which is very close to experimental lattice to the follow calculations. In this section it used HSE06 approximations to calculate the DOS ( Figure 1 ) and band structures ( Figure 2 ). By means of the PBE and HSE06 approximation it compared bandgap of Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC which was 
Optical properties
As a bridge to connect with transition microscopic physical process of the band and solid electronic structure, the dielectric function reflects the solid energy band structure and several of spectral information. Diamond-C, According to density of states to analysis, Diamond-C has a weak peak in the place of 8.29eV combined with figure 1(a), there has a refraction peak in the place of 7.92eV corresponding the figure 3(c) and has an absorption peak in the place of 8.23eV corresponding the figure 3(d) . The refraction peak is closely approximate to experimental measuring 7.61eV [19] , the transition of electron may be transition between the electrons of C 2s and 2p or 2d
orbits. Diamond-C has a dielectric peak in the position of 12.98eV and is slight deviation comparing to the experimental value 13.20eV [22], there has a refraction peak in the place of 12.74eV corresponding the figure 3(c) and has an absorption peak in the place of 13.47eV corresponding the figure 3(d) . The refraction peak is slight deviation comparing to the experimental value 11.76eV [19] the transition electrons mainly comes from electrons of C 2p and 2d orbits.
Corresponding the figure 1(b) , Si has a small dielectric peak in the place of 3.70eV and is close to the experimental value 3.43eV [22], there has a refraction peak in the place of 3.57eV corresponding the figure 3(c) and has an absorption peak in the place of 4.61eV corresponding the figure 3(d) . The refraction peak is closely approximate to experimental measuring 3.34eV [22] , the transition of electronic may be transition between the electrons of Si 3p and 3d orbits. However, there appears a larger peak in the place of 4.45eV, and is slight deviation comparing to the experimental value in the position of 4.24eV [22] . Si has a refraction peak in the position of 3.99eV corresponding the figure 4(c) and has an absorption peak in the place of 6.13eV corresponding the figure 4(d).
The refraction peak is in accordance with the experimental value 3.89eV [22]the transition electrons mainly comes from electrons of Si 3s and 3p orbits.
As it shown in figure 3(b) and figure 2(c), Ge appears a smaller dielectric peak in the place of 1.74eV, there has a refraction peak in the place of 1.34eV corresponding the figure 3(c) and has an absorption peak in the place of 1.79eV corresponding the figure 3(d) . The refraction peak has a large deviation comparing to the value of experimental measuring 2.08eV [22], Transiting electrons probably comes from electrons of Ge 4s and 4p orbits.
In the place of 4.43eV, it appears a larger peak, Ge has a refraction peak in the position of 4.38eV corresponding 3C-SiC has a larger peak in the place of 8.22eV in the figure 3(d) and figure 1(d) , there has a refraction peak in the place of 7.79eV corresponding the figure 3(c) and has an absorption peak in the place of 8.34eV corresponding the figure 3(d) , the transition electrons may come from electrons of C 2p and Si 3d orbits. But in the peak of 10.02eV, 3C-SiC has a refraction peak in the position of 9.18eV corresponding the figure of 3(c) and has a absorption peak in the place of 10.23eV corresponding the figure 3(d) , the transition electrons may come from electrons of C 2s and Si 3p orbits or C 2p and C 2d orbits.
In conclusion, there has corresponding relation among the imaginary part of dielectric functions, refractive index and adsorption coefficient. It indicates that optical properties have a direct relationship with crystal band, the distribution of electronic state density.
Mechanical properties
It got directly Shear modulus (G), Bulk modulus (B) and C44 through the calculation. It derived Young's modulus (E), Poissons ratio (µ) , C11, C12 and C44 by formula (5-8), as it shown in table 3. According to the Born-Huang of lattice dynamics theory, the condition of mechanical stability was set as follows [23, 24] . Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC all belong to cubic crystal system, the conditions of mechanics stability of cubic crystal system is,
From table 3 it know that the elastic constant Cij of the structure of Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC meet the criterion of mechanical stability and has mechanical stability.
Bulk modulus (BH) and Shear modulus (GH) both use the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation method [25] [26] [27] , modulus calculation of cubic crystal system uses this formula (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) :
Where Cij is elastic stiffness constant, Sij is elastic compliance tensor (mechanics matrix Sij=1/Cij). The Bulk modulus (BH) and Shear modulus (GH) which are gotten though the data calculated from formula (10-14) and Diamond-C are very high; it indicates that its super hard. The Bulk modulus (BH) and Shear modulus (GH) of 3C-SiC also are higher, which illustrates it has higher hardness. Table 4 . The Bulk modulus (BV, BR, BH), Shear modulus (GV, GR, GH) and mechanical anisotropic parameters (AU) of Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC.
Symbol BV/GPa BR/GPa GV/GPa GR/Gpa BH/Gpa GH/Gpa BH/GH AU Because BH/GH can characterize the toughness and brittleness of material, the higher BH/GH is, the better the toughness of material is. Generally speaking, BH/GH < 1.75 represents material is brittle, BH/GH > 1.75
represents material is ductility [29] . Two kinds of structure of the four kinds of material are brittle materials, the diamond BH/GH=0.75 is identical with BH/GH=0.8 [29] , it indicates that it is very crisp fragile.
Young's modulus (E) and Poissons ratio (µ) are two important physical quantities to describe the elastic behavior of the materials. Young's modulus (E) can characterize the stiffness of materials, the stiffness of materials becomes higher with the increase of the elastic modulus; Poissons ratio (µ) can represents the ratio which the maximum tensile strength of solid material divided by the maximum shear strength, according to the criterion of fracture behavior, material of low Poissons ratio belongs to the brittleness material. With the calculation results shown Young's modulus (E) of Diamond-C is higher than Ge, that is to say, it has a high stiffness; However, Poisson's ratio is very low (ν = 0.071) , it expresses that Diamond-C is very brittle material, Poissons ratio (µ) can show the extent of the directional covalent bond. Diamond -C has very low Poissons ratio (µ) , it displays C has the very high hardness due to strong covalent bond; this is consistent with the fact. Due to the low Young's modulus (E) of Si and Ge, they have a very small stiffness. The Young's modulus (E) of 3C-SiC is between Diamond-C and Si, its stiffness also is between Diamond-C and Si. In order to characterize anisotropy of mechanical properties of materials, in this work it calculated the anisotropy parameters AU [29, 30] . AU is defined as follows:
According to the value of AU in table 4, Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC all belong to anisotropic material, but the value of Diamond-C is very low, so the mechanical properties of anisotropic is most inconspicuous.
It drew anisotropic diagrams of the Young's modulus in three dimensional spaces to understand intuitively the mechanical anisotropy of Cubic crystal system Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC. It can find intuitively the difference of mechanical anisotropy of Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC. In view of the anisotropy of body elastic modulus is not generally more obvious than young's modulus, therefore it dont discuss here. It can use a similar method to draw the three dimensional anisotropic diagram for shear modulus. In this work, it uses formula (16) to draw
Young's modulus of anisotropy of three dimensions.
In the formula (16), l1, l2 and l3 express the cosine of angle between vector and the orthogonal coordinate axis, but in the polar coordinate, they can be expressed as l1 = sin θ cos ϕ, l2 = sin θ sin ϕ and l3 = cos θ, it can draw the three dimensional anisotropic diagram of Young's modulus in the polar coordinate with the Mathematica5.0.
The calculation formula (17) of cubic crystal which is simplified in the polar coordinate is, 
The elastic compliance tensors S11, S12 and S44 which are got from the formula 18-20 are listed in table 5. 
Conclusions
It have calculated the electronic structure, optical properties and mechanical properties of Diamond-C, Si, Ge and 3C-SiC using the primary principle of HSE method. The bandgap calculated of Diamond-C, Si and 3C-SiC conforms to the experimental value, but Ge is less than the experimental value. It shows that the HSE method is better than the DFT method by comparison. It has calculated the imaginary part and real component of the dielectric function. It have studied structure of the critical point in the dielectric function and analysed the corresponding optical transition. According to the dielectric function it has got the relationship among the refractive index, the absorption rate and the photon energy. The calculated results of theory are basic consistent with the experiment through comparison. Through calculating and analysing the basic mechanical parameters, it finds that the stiffness of Diamond-C is the highest and the anisotropy of Young's modulus is not obvious. This is consistent with the fact. The stiffness of 3C-SiC is superior to Si and Ge, it can be used as semiconductor materials which the rigidity requirement is very high.
